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Exploring the Impact of DNA Template Mass on the Ability to Infer the Number
of Contributors Using Three Interpretation Methods
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NOCIt.1,2
probabilistic approach is the preferred method by which to assess the Number Of Contributors (NOC) as it returns higher accuracy rates
for low-template samples. Probabilistic approaches also provide the probability distribution over n contributors. This provides the user
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run, and analysis protocols described above. Artifacts such as pull-up, -A, etc., were manually removed. The exported allele table was
NOCIt.

accuracy rates, which ranged from 60% to 13% for the 0.25ng to 0.008ng samples, respectively. In contrast, the accuracy rates of NOCIt
One sample was overestimated when NOCIt was used to infer the NOC. Underestimations were typically due to high levels of allele
NOCIt were 43%, 52%, and 43%, respectively.
NOCIt methods provide a probability distribution on the NOC. In all cases, the distribution was
unimodal. Further, the uncertainty associated with the result did not change with target but instead increased with the true NOC. For
NOC
NOC
These preliminary results suggest that all methods are limited in their ability to accurately infer the NOC for samples containing
low-template quantities. Though NOCIt outperformed the other two methods at all templates, these results suggest samples which
contain at least one contributor with fewer than ten cells are prone to underestimation. Accuracy rate data from the full study that
needed to train NOCIt.
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